HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTIST
CINDY BROEKHUIS

OBSESSION

TOTALLY
DEVOTED
TO DEPECHE
MODE
Scary is the word mostly used when Cindy
Broekhuis’ obsession for Depeche Mode
was described to me. Most of us can
recall a serious fling for a certain band or
lead singer, a temporary craze, which
usually manifests itself during puberty. And
puberty these days may well last until in
our late twenties, or mid thirties even.
But few went into depths like Cindy did
since the age of 19.
She has the band’s initials DM not only
clad all over her bathroom but also
tattooed in her neck, as well as the word
Devoted – in non other then Anton
Corbijn’s handwriting – on the inside of
her lower arm. “It’s my favourite word,
being Devoted.
If you go deep, you make your best work,
like Depeche Mode did in their darkest
heroine infused moments. And like I did
when I was totally heartbroken a few
years back.
When Depeche Mode launched their
album Playing the Angel in 2005, I flew
to New York to see their first concert and
followed them to Berlin and Paris. I still
have all the concert tickets pinned to
my wall at home.” On several occasions
the opportunity presented itself to get seriously close to her object of devotion, lead
singer Dave Gahan that is, but it wasn’t
the right way of getting close. It was the
groupie way and that’s not the way she
envisions her encounter.
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Cindy’s ultimate goal in life is to do hair
and make up for one of Depeche Mode’s
videos. No wonder Anton Corbijn comes
in second best on her devotion chart,
since he’s partly responsible for the band’s
visual identity and a great influence
on Cindy’s work.
Now that her love life leaves little to
be desired Cindy doesn’t have to hear
Depeche Mode all day every day, but
she still gets regular withdrawal fits which
is when she simply has to rush home to
emerge in her deepest privacy with Dave
and the gang.
She considers it a privilege to have an
exclusive life long‘devotion’ like she does,
to regress regularly to her deepest and
darkest self, where she finds the inspiration she needs.
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